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Might Makes Right Michael Anderle 2018-06-05 The Leath are fighting for their Gods, but Bethany Anne
is fighting for freedom. Then, the Leath make a very fatal mistake. On another planet, the Leath dishonor
the Etheric Empire's warriors and Bethany Anne unleashes her new avatar and there will be hell to pay.
For those that believe Might Makes Right, Bethany Anne is about to explain how that can be so, so
wrong. Read the latest Bethany Anne adventure that can make you laugh out loud, shed a tear, and yell
for the good guys as they fight evil in another galaxy. One ass-kicking at a time.
My Ride is a Bitch Michael Anderle 2018-07-27 It's out there, it's ALWAYS been out there - just no one
believed it. Governments, Black Ops, Rich Businessmen...All want alien tech and some are going to
great lengths, illegal lengths, to procure it. Someone went so far as to endanger a young girls family. A
young girl who wrote a letter to the Queen Bitch. Now, those that are searching for the technology will
have to deal with TQB. If there is one thing that will get Bethany Anne's attention... It's mistreating the
defenseless. Bethany Anne tries to stay out of the world's business, but they just keep doing stupid
stuff... Sucks to be them.
Called Ell Clarke 2017-06-05 After earning access to a secret base beneath their safe house, Molly and
her team are beyond excited by the "toys" they find. However, before they get to explore the super
advanced tech and ships they find there, they need to pass one more test. A test which may be more
convoluted and intriguing than they could possibly have imagined. Fighting conspiracies, and outright
assaults, Molly and her merry band find themselves on a series of riling missions to save lives, and do
the right thing, against all odds. Sean Royale also seems to have a few more surprises up his sleeve,
and Maya Johnstone isn't going down without a fight, leaving the General very few options. Set on the
foundation laid by the Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Ascension Myth tells an entirely new story in the
Age of Expansion--when the Etheric Empire is fast becoming the Etheric Federation with all of the trials
and tribulations that come with bringing together different peoples, systems, and ideals.
Never Submit Michael Anderle 2018-04-25 One Last Hail Mary attack by those on Earth goes awry when
the Queen herself shows up with John Grimes along for the ride. Five puppies have plans that surprise
everyone. The Queen has a problem, and her closest friends travel to Earth to find her a solution. It's
time for an audience with the King of Yoll, and he isn't going to like the outcome. Not one bit. He has a
secret he has been hiding, and those sneaky Aliens in space find out what it is, and turn it against him.
It's time to release the Queen Bitch for her final clean-up of Kurtherians - This area of the Galaxy will
never be the same, again. So grab your favorite drink, recline in your favorite chair or bed or couch, and
relax for just a moment or two, because... Bethany Anne is BACK!
Don't Cross This Line Michael Anderle 2016-11-12 It's been three years Bethany Anne and her team
have been building, trying their best to stay off the radar and not fight with those they are trying to save.
The emotions have boiled to the surface. The is a line drawn in the sand, and some idiots just have to
step across it. Those that thought the cat didn't have claws are about to find out how very, very wrong
they are. **Please note, as mentioned in a review, there is flagrantly foul language in these novels. The
main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing. Series includes: Death
Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The

Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05
Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will Build - The
Kurtherian Gambit 08 It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09 Release The Dogs of War - The
Kurtherian Gambit 10 Sued For Peace - The Kurtherian Gambit 11 We Have Contact - The Kurtherian
Gambit 12 My Ride is a Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 13 Don't Cross This Line - The Kurtherian Gambit
14 Never Submit - The Kurtherian Gambit 15 (Jan/Feb 2017) The Dark Messiah (The Second Dark Ages)
Book 01 - Michael's Return (12.25.2016) Short Stories Tied in to the Main Series include: You Don't
Mess with John's Cousin - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 01 Bitch's Night Out - Frank Kurns
Stories of the UnknownWorld 02
Revelations Michael Anderle 2020-06-18 The Sign of the Cross... In the darkest parts of Russia.Boris is
following the trail to locate the last of the NVG's secret bases. As they look, they run across an old
legend, one which speaks to the Archangel Michael defeating a beast...Could that have actually have
been Michael, the Patriarch of Vampires?And if it was, what beast had he condemned to the caves near
Archangelsk, Russia?This time, Boris is going after more than just the NVG - he is searching for the
answer to his own past.NOW - REVELATIONS WILL OCCUR!** As noted in other series set in the
Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **Kurtherian Gambit
Series Titles Include: First ArcDeath Becomes Her (01) - Queen Bitch (02) - Love Lost (03) - Bite This
(04)Never Forsaken (05) - Under My Heel (06) Kneel Or Die (07)Second ArcWe Will Build (08) - It's Hell
To Choose (09) - Release The Dogs of War (10)Sued For Peace (11) - We Have Contact (12) - My Ride
is a Bitch (13)Don't Cross This Line (14)Third Arc (Due 2017)Never Submit (Jan) (15) - Never Surrender
(16) - Forever Defend (17)Might Makes Right (18) - Ahead Full (19) - Capture Death (20)Life Goes On
(21)**New Series**The Second Dark AgesThe Dark Messiah (01)The Darkest Night (02) Mar
2017Darkest Before The Dawn (03) July 2017Light Is Breaking (04) Nov 2017The Boris Chronicles* With
Paul C. Middleton *EvacuationRetaliationRevelation Dec 2016Restitution 2017Reclaiming Honor * With
JUSTIN SLOAN *Justice Is Calling (01)Claimed By Honor (02) Jan 2017The Etheric Academy* With TS
PAUL *ALPHA CLASS (01) Dec 2016/Jan 2017ALPHA CLASS (02) Feb/Mar 2017ALPHA CLASS (03)
May/June 2017Terry Henry "TH" Walton Chronicles * With Craig Martelle *Book 1 - Nomad Found
(Out)Book 2 - Nomad Redeemed (Jan 2017)Book 3 - Nomad Unleashed (2017)Book 4 - Nomad
Supreme(2017)SHORT STORIESFrank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 01 (7.5)You Don't Mess with
John's Cousin Frank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 02 (9.5)Bitch's Night OutFrank Kurns Stories of
the Unknownworld 03 (13.25)* With Natalie Grey *BELLATRIXAnthologiesGlimpseHonor in
Death(Michael's First Few Days)Beyond the Stars: At Galaxy's EdgeTabitha's Vacation
Risk Be Damned Natalie Grey 2017-02-28 Risk Be Damned is part of the Best-Selling Kurtherian Gambit
Series Risking One's Heart is often harder than Risking One's life. When you have made a point of not
doing risking love for a thousand years... You wonder if the promise is worth the pain... Sometimes... Risk
Be Damned, your heart doesn't ask permission. Stephen, Michael's brother, is charged with finding out
what is happening to Wechselbalg in Europe and uncovers a sinister plot. Jennifer is working this
operation with him. While the Queen is watching from above. How will the two of them work together, as
Stephen tries to deal with handling a true romance for the first time in centuries? How often will Bethany
Anne tease him? How often will he go too far protecting Jennifer? Emotions in turmoil, Stephen, and
Jennifer deal with someone who knows too much about the UnknownWorld, and has plans to use it.
RISK BE DAMNED is part of The Kurtherian Gambit Universe set between books 13 and 14. Loosely,
these three three years are called "The Dark Years" or "The Lost Years." The Dark Years - when the
Trials and Tribulations of being merciful were shouldered by Bethany Anne and her people.
Nomad Redeemed Craig Martelle 2017-02-04 Sawyer Brown is no more, but he was just the minor
opening act... Terry Henry and Charumati (Char) have to deal with her Alpha coming back, the new
refugees getting settled in town and .. Beer! With the FDG doubling in size, Terry Henry needs to bring
about a little organizational structure to the group.While also deciding how to have that conversation with
Char about her lineage... Not sure how that is going to go. Terry Henry had better figure it out, or he is
going to be up to his armpits in Werewolves and won't be sure if he can depend on his one ace-in-thehole. Or not. Set in the Kurtherian Gambit Universe, Nomad Redeemed continues the Terry Henry
Walton Chronicles, the time between the WWDE and the return of Michael to earth. ** As noted in other
series set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **
Bite This Michael Anderle 2015-11-14 You take out one annoying vampire in revenge, and now you have
to clean up the mess? What a pain in the ... something. Bethany Anne and crew are back! They need to

grab a ship, figure out who is trying to dig into her businesses, get their hands around the potential for
creating an A.I. and the ongoing mess with Anton and South America. One of these days, she will get a
break. Fortunately for us, it wasn't today. Got an attitude? That's nice. Just don't show it around Bethany
Anne. When she slaps a face off, the whole head goes with it. Bite This, The Kurtherian Gambit 04
follows the story after Love Lost. If you haven't read the preceding books YOU PRETTY MUCH HAVE
TO. These are a series and many of the characters have been introduced in preceding volumes.
**Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main
character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.
Kneel Or Die Michael Anderle 2017-08-04 The future just went upside down, when a nascent AI is added
against Bethany Anne's wishes.Then, there is David and his issues to take care of, permanently. Bethany
Anne has had it with Terrorists. Not encumbered with law, she seeks only justice for those who were
killed in France.New members are added to the team as they continue their efforts to reach for the
stars.---Read the series one Amazon Reviewer says: "I have absolutely DEVOURED this series in a
period of 36 hrs, and am considering knocking on the authors door to ask him to hurry up with the rest of
the series."
Gateway to the Universe Craig Martelle 2020-07-27
Under My Heel Michael Anderle 2016-02-03 Europe is erupting is tension and violence. David is only
adding to the conflagration by setting a trap, one that our team will trip to save those people still alive.
There is one thing every enemy of Bethany Anne finds out. They will be ground down under her heels.
Read the series one Amazon Reviewer says: "I have absolutely DEVOURED this series in a period of 36
hrs, and am considering knocking on the author's door to ask him to hurry up with the rest of the series."
Never Surrender Michael Anderle 2018-08 Bethany Anne and those in the Etheric Empire have
conquered the Aliens who would conquer Earth. However, there are a few that do not appreciate the new
rules. Dealing with insurrectionists down on the planet, or with a large military rebellion coming from
another system, Bethany Anne and team are ready and willing to give everyone a piece of their mind.
Because there is one common attitude that runs in all of those who fight for the Etheric Empire. They will
NEVER SURRENDER.
We Will Build Michael Anderle 2016-05-25 The World Needs Protecting - Before they can build in space
Bethany Anne's Group must GET into space. There is a 'false queen' attacking vampires in Asia Bethany Anne sends the Queen's Own to look into that. The moon base needs to be settled, can her
technology team make it happen? Do they have enough people? CAN they get the right people to help?
John's cousin is now part of the team, will she make it? There is a group looking to find her people and
they are using Barb to do it. This is the first book in the second arc (books 08-14) for The Kurtherian
Gambit. The stakes are raised a lot higher! **Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is
flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just
uninspired cussing. If you haven't read the previous books, you will need to go back to #1 (the book does
not explain the characters and previous relationships / deeds). Series includes: Death Becomes Her The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit
03 Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will Build - The Kurtherian
Gambit 08 Frank Kurns - Tales from the Unknown World It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09
(May)
We Have Contact Michael Anderle 2018-01-19 When you least expect it, expect it. Bethany Anne has
been notified there is a spaceship inside the system...but they can't find it. Is it Kurtherian, someone
else? The governments have to be told about aliens, which sparks a worldwide effort by Governments to
find what TQB has... Oh, and Eric wants to date Gabrielle but he wants her to know he can protect her if
need be. But his idea on how? Well, let's just say it might not be the best solution. Read We Have
Contact Today!
Death Becomes Her Michael Anderle 2015-11-03 What you thought you knew about Vampires and
Werewolves is wrong...So Very, Very, Wrong. A thousand years of effort to keep the UnknownWorld
hidden is unraveling and the Patriarch is tired. He needs to find someone to take over.He finds Bethany
Anne.Unknown, untested and untried she sets out to accomplish the impossible while forging a new
future. One that no one knew was in danger.And she does it with an attitude that will make you stand up
and cheer!They say a dress can make a women, but in this case, the dress is Death,and Death Becomes
Her very well indeed.***An Amazon Best-Selling Series, The Kurtherian Gambit has turned the

relationship of author and fans upside down.Treat yourself to a fun, exciting and thrilling ride by starting
The Kurtherian Gambit series today and you will ask yourself the same question others have: When will I
sleep?
Art Of The Kurtherian Gambit Andrew Dobell 2018-09-16 A behind the scenes look at the art created for
The Kurtherian Gambit. Andrew Dobell has worked with Michael Anderle on the covers and art of the
Kurtherian Gambit since it's earliest days, starting with the book that started it all, "Death Becomes Her".
Inside this collection of Andrew's art for the KGU, you will find high quality, uncropped versions of the
covers without the titles to hide any of the art. You will also see behind the scenes images from the
shoots, the original photos used in the art and previously unpublished works, published here, exclusively
and for the first time, complete with descriptions and anecdotes. We hope you enjoy this fascinating
insight into the work and artistry that goes into visualizing the Kurtherian Gambit Universe.
Capture Death Michael Anderle 2017-12-25 Baba Yaga has taken over and no one knows if Bethany
Anne will ever come back. Beaten on the crucible, Bethany Anne decided she will bring justice to the
Kurtherian's that tortured the Leath and her people, personally. The problem? She releases Baba Yaga
who has now taken control. Even ADAM and TOM aren't sure they can help their friend. While Baba
Yaga is tracking down the Seven Kurtherians, her friends and family are desperately trying to find her.
During this time, General Lance Reyolds must start negotiations with other star nations who wish to
create an Etheric Federation. The problem? How can you complete an Etheric Federation Treaty, if you
can't find the Empress?
The Line Unbroken Michael Anderle 2020-06-02 In the brief pause between apocalypses, one woman
standing for honor, courage, and commitment will bring the UnknownWorld back from the brink.
WWDE+210 - Earth is silent. Sarah Jennifer Walton had turned her back on humanity after losing
everything. Now she's their only hope. Civilization has fallen in all but a few places as the Madness
ravages Europe and Asia. America is the last holdout against the corruption causing nanocytes to
malfunction. Bethany Anne is far away fighting for the survival of the entire universe, unaware that her
technology has turned on humanity. Earth needs a protector from Bethany Anne's line, and the
Kurtherian Lilith has found her champion. Sarah Jennifer might not be Bethany Anne's last blood
descendant on Earth, but she's the only one with the ability to unite Salem's Weres and magic users and
shape them into a force capable of facing the Madness head on. Join her in The Line Unbroken as she
takes her first steps on the road to the Age of Magic.
Silence Michelle Sagara 2012 After losing her boyfriend in a terrible accident, Emma regularly visits the
cemetery at night until she encounters a strange old woman in this new trilogy from the best-selling
author of The Chronicles of Elantra. 15,000 first printing.
Never Forsaken Michael Anderle 2016-01-11 Life is beyond dangerous when you are caught up in the
ongoing war between Bethany Anne's group and the Forsaken. Both Vampires and Humans have been
targeted, but if there is one thing that those who work with Bethany Anne learn, it is you are NEVER
FORSAKEN. Never Forsaken, The Kurtherian Gambit 05 follows the story after Bite This. If you haven't
read the preceding books YOU PRETTY MUCH HAVE TO. These are a series and many of the
characters have been introduced in preceding volumes. **Please note, as mentioned in another review,
there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing,
just uninspired cussing.
Your Life Is Forfeit: A Space Opera Adventure Legal Thriller Michael Anderle 2019-09-20 Red has a price
on his head. Rivka is determined to find those who put it there. Criminals commit crimes. Career
criminals do it in secret. They are good at hiding. Rivka's latest case has her hunting fugitives. Red is on
a mission to find them and make them pay for what they've done. Her search leads her through dark
warrens of political intrigue and ecological disasters. All the while, Rivka is swinging the scales of justice,
judging the guilty, and delivering punishment. Villainy and scum have toe-holds throughout the galaxy,
but Rivka doesn't mind stepping on their toes even when she's not judging them. She considers it her job
because no one is above the law. Is Rivka's search sanctioned or has she gone rogue? Will the
Federation back her play? Magistrate Rivka Anoa is the legal eagle you want on your side. No better
friend. No worse enemy. Get it today. Judge, Jury, & Executioner is a stand-alone series in the
Kurtherian Gambit Universe. No previous books need to be read. Just lock in your seat-belt, grab your
favorite drink and be ready for your socks to be blown off. --- PLEASE NOTE --- *** This book contains
cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, perhaps this book isn't

for you.
Nomad's Force Craig Martelle 2017-09-08 They say that behind every great man is a great woman...but
what if that woman is a Werewolf? THIS IS A MONSTER BOOK - We have taken pains to price the book
low. (Craig is crying in the corner, don't mention I reduced it to what you see). The readers LOVE the
Nomad! "This series is one of the best I've ever read." "This is the series that keeps on going with great
writing and wonderful characters." "I absolutely love this series, and hate the wait at the same time
between books." The Forsaken have gone into hiding, and Terry sends the Force de Guerre's tactical
teams on missions around the globe to root the evil ones out. When Ted can no longer keep the pod
flying, things heat up quickly in a race to corner and finish Mister Smith. Nomad's Force starts nearly onehundred years before Michael's return to earth and the events that happen in Justice Is Calling. What
does the mundane look like when gearing up for war? This snippet is a taste of that. How can TH keep
the blade sharp when no enemy stands before him? What will his kids do? Always his children, but not
children. The FDG finds out how small they really are when they have to search the world for their
enemy. And the New Schwabenland pod is getting old and doesn't charge like it used to. Is Terry's
dominance waning?
World's Worst Day Ever Craig Martelle 2017-05 A resource for fans of The Kurtherian Gambit. End of the
world as we know it. Plausible. Scary in its simplicity. Horrible in its effect. Set in the Kurtherian Gambit
Universe, this story explains how a few mistakes can have grave consequences. Unfortunately, the
technology in the following short story is real. Yes, this could happen. Dammit. Who wants to really dwell
on these things? This story was written by Craig Martelle, based on the original WWDE Document as
authored by Jeff Morris. You get both in this one short story which gives you insight into how a fiction
author takes a technical document and makes a story out of it. Otherwise, I would label this, "Crap, I don't
want to ever, ever, ever think about."
Payback Is A Bitch Michael Anderle 2018-05-14 An alien race attacked her people... they wanted her
world. Now, payback is coming after them. And she's a bitch in every sense of the word. ** AMAZON Top
100 Best Selling Author ** Bethany Anne Nacht was changed on Earth almost two hundred years in the
past. The Kurtherians engage in the cosmic great game, where whole worlds are torn asunder in their
efforts to prove their own supremacy. For hundreds of millennia, the Kurtherians at the top have reigned
unfettered as they destroyed countless civilizations time and time again. Now, a new group is entering
the game. Bethany Anne and her people are playing against extreme odds, but when has that EVER
stopped the Queen Bitch? It's time to fight for the future of the Universe... ARE YOU READY? --- NOTE:
This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, I
don't suggest reading this book.
Release the Dogs of War Michael Anderle 2017-12-15 Stephen walked into the office which Barnabas
was using as his judge's chamber. While the massive amount of data Bethany Anne's team was throwing
at him was more than enough to assuage his curiosity, he had never felt this way in the last one hundred
and fifty-two years. He wanted a vacation. He pulled the top manila-folder and took a look at the name,
"Clarissa Bernier, CEO." He opened the folder, and it was now in the agreed upon fashion. There was
one page with her typical information of name, age, location, and a two paragraph background and the
requested punishment. It was a type of joke now between Barnabas and Bethany Anne. No matter the
requested punishment, she would strike it out and write "DEATH" and put a happy face on, with fangs. It
let him know that she was not letting up on her desire to make a lot of people pay for Michael's death.
The team had already executed six individuals across the world in the last three months. Sean Truitt was
just the first one. Stephen interrupted him, "You look tired," he spoke as he took a seat in one of the two
blue chairs facing Barnabas's desk. Barnabas leaned back, keeping the folder open, "Is she serious?" He
pointed to the document, "Even ADAM, using our agreed punishment matrix is calling for this lady to be
punished financially." He closed the folder, "She walks the line towards Michael all the time, brother..." To
be continued ...
Tales from the Kurtherian Universe Ian Nicholson 2018-01-30 A multitude of Kurtherian Gambit Fans.
Eight stories. One amazing book. The Kurtherian fans have come together to create a book by the fans for the fans. Step inside and take a peek at stories inspired by the wonderful world of the KGU. The
Kurtherian Universe Expands, by Micky Cocker A poem to kick introduce our collection of stories Holi's
Savior, by N.D. Roberts On the alien world Castellegia, brave young Holi fights for the survival of her
ragged band of orphans. Who will save them from the green-eyed mutants who stalk the night? Justice
calls upon Castellegia at the moment all is lost for Holi. A story of strength, determination, and the softer

side of everybody's favorite benevolent dictator. Last Adventure First, by S.E. Weir Phina just wants to be
a spy and use her self-taught hacker skills to help the Etheric Empire. She embarks on one last
adventure to try and make her best friend's wish come true. All it takes is a little B&E and some access
pass forgery- no big deal for Phina's skills. But with a mystery man talking in her head and tracking her
every move, and a confrontation with leaders of the Etheric Empire, Phina might get more than she
bargained for. Renegade,by Erika Everest I am one of the Drakis, the enhanced warriors of our race. Our
Gods have sent us to fight ignorance and injustice in the universe, and to bring peace and enlightenment
instead. On the planet I am assigned to, I meet a native who is not grateful for our help. In fact, she
despises us for our interference. Her attitude challenges my entire worldview. Is my cause truly as noble
as I have always believed? Or is it something more sinister? And what are the God's real intentions for
the Drakis? Sarah Jennifer's First Samhain, By N.D. Roberts How do you survive an eternity alone?
Sarah Jennifer Walton had it all. A family, a purpose, a husband. Not anymore. Loss has shaped her into
a true nomad, wandering the country in a bid to outrun her pain. A chance encounter and a little magic
could be the answer to Sarah Jennifer's prayers. Set on the foundation of The Terry Henry Walton
Chronicles this reconciles the past with the future, and a hidden destiny. The Terrorist Within, by James
Gartside The Meredith Reynolds is a beacon of hope to many in the federation, but to one young girl it is
a symbol of everything she wants to destroy. Dark Savior, by Ian Nicholson What will you do for the one
you love? How will you face your worst nightmares? Something sinister is lurking in the dark of New York
City, preying on those abandoned by society. Young runaway Adam tries to rescue his best friend, but he
ends up caught as well. They have little time and no hope left. Because when monsters are real who can
step up to fight them and set things right? Till The End Comes, by James Gartside The Kurtherians
created them to fulfill a need. What happens if they are no longer needed? Do they face obliteration or
freedom? Join Michael Anderle and LMBPN Publishing in celebrating these newly published authors!
Frank Kurns: Tales Of The Unknown World Michael Anderle 2020-01-02 Four Complete Stories in Frank
Kurns Tales Of The Underworld. For Fans of the Kurtherian Gambit series You Don't Touch John's
Cousin Cheryl Lynn had been in trouble with her soon to be ex-husband Mark for nine months but now
he had upped the harassment. The only problem? Cheryl Lynn's cousin John was just informed and his
boss is coming along for the ride. Bitch's Night Out This book takes place DURING "Release The Dogs of
War" The Kurtherian Gambit #10 John looked at all of his guys, "That would typically mean we go to a
bar, but I'm not sure how much that would affect us. While I fully intend to end up in a dive, I think there is
only one way to get rid of the pent up aggression I'm feeling." "Well, considering how you're decked out,"
Eric said, "I think you believe we need to work out our aggression?" "What I'm thinking," John said, "Is
that the best way to get rid of aggression is to mess up some people who desperately need to be messed
up. So, I've had Frank help me locate a few places that need help. Now, we might not make it to all of
them, but by the end of the night we will have done some major good, and I'll start feeling a little Karmic
balance restored. If you guys aren't full up, well, we will just have to schedule it again." Bellatrix A young
woman, a bad boyfriend, a small black female german shepherd puppy. One of these has got to go... The
story of Yelena, her relationship with Bellatrix and how they met the Bethany Anne while the two were
trying to save her brother from a Wechselbalg. And beer...Let's not forget the beer. For fans of The
Kurtherian Gambit series and world. This is set between books 13 and 14 in The Kurtherian Gambit and
explains how Ashur's mate Bellatrix comes to be in the group. And why Bellatrix knows how to properly
respond to terrorists in outer space. (For those who LOVED that scene!) Challenges Tabitha has one
night to challenge her past, and her belief in herself. Normally, a person would fail. However, Tabitha has
an ace in the hole. A female vampire with hundreds of years of life and wisdom and she is willing to
protect Tabitha and tell her the truth. Whether Tabitha wants it, or not. And whether the Vampire wants to
hurt others is not in question. It is what her Queen would expect. And Gabrielle will make it happen, like it
or not. "We kind of thought you have covered that with shoes..." Bethany Anne has a challenge for her
team, it's just they don't know what it is, exactly. At first, the thought of a seedvault doesn't excite the
team much. But the Queen has demanded a less stressful, more enjoyable opportunity to accomplish a
needed goal for her people. Then, they add inefficiency into the project on purpose.
Into The Fire: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series Michael Anderle 2018-08-15 Justice has
called, and there's only one hero left to answer the call... Caitlin may have freed her town from evil, but
the Governor who oppressed them all is still on the loose. Now, Caitlin and her merry band of
Revolutionaries take to the Mad-infested woods to hunt the Governor down and deliver revenge before
he can do any further damage. But, when they arrive at a town bound under the spell of a strange group

known as 'The Firestarters', Caitlin starts to realize that this could be a lot more difficult than planned. It's
time for Caitlin to jump out of the frying pan, and into the fire... Set within the wonder of the Kurtherian
Gambit Universe, discover the chaos and insanity of the Age of Madness-a time when the world turned
on its head, and nothing is as it appears... NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous
cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, we don't suggest reading this book.
Alpha Class T. S. Paul 2017-03-16 Building a New Empire is supposed to be dangerous, but training the
next generation of leaders? That's not supposed to be dangerous, right? Follow us as we have the
people in the Etheric Empire setting up a special academy to train the first set of teens on a leadership
track. They are supposed to learn about the different groups in the Etheric Empire and areas (including
R&D, Weapons, Operations and others). Unfortunately, some of the members of those teaching teams
tapped to train the kids don't realize how ... adventurous... the teens can be. Especially if the teachers
are Team BMW. Travel with us as we are introduced to Alpha Class, one of the teams in the new Etheric
Academy as they merge human's and Wechselbalg (Were's) in a group of five young adults as they learn
to become the first cohesive group on their first assignment. With Team BMW as their teachers, nothing
could go wrong, right? ***A Kurtherian Gambit Adventure for Younger Readers.... Or those who are
young at heart.***
How to be a Bad Ass Vigilante Michael Anderle 2021
Any Port In A War Tim Marquitz 2021-05-18 A battle. A spaceship crashes on an alien planet. Its combat
troops deploy. The aliens run for their lives. Until they can run no more. Then they fight back. Against a
superior enemy, technology is key. But the aliens don't have better tech. They have grit and catlike
reflexes. And tails. Taj fights to unite a determined populace against a professional military vying for the
planet's future.
Queen Bitch Michael Anderle 2015-11-11 The UnknownWorld is reeling from change. Bethany Anne has
started to make a difference in the first week of being awake. Now, America has been losing good men
since their teams don't have a Vampire to help them. Frank is hoping Bethany Anne can, and will, help.
Further, the American Pack Council is having internal problems with their own young-and-dumb Were's
who want to ignore Michael's strictures. With no one seeing Michael, the fear of the Boogeyman is
starting to recede. That's ok with Bethany Anne, it means she will personally deliver the message there is
a new vampire in town. Immediately following the story of Bethany Anne from Death Becomes Her,
Queen Bitch rides a rollercoaster of action with a heavy dose of creative cussing. Bethany Anne starts to
get a team in place to help her affect change. Because, whether the UnknownWorld wants it or not,
Change is Coming.
Dawn Arrives Ell Leigh Clarke 2020-09-23 It's dark outside, but hope will not be defeated. Michael, Akio,
Yuko and the rest are searching for the pieces necessary to put together a craft which Michael hopes will
take him to Bethany Anne. But first, there are idiots in his way, seeking the same parts and intend to take
them. By force. The challenge is they will find out what 'force' truly means when they dare to go up
against the Dark Messiah. One way or another, Michael will get back to Bethany Anne. Download and
read the finish to The Second Dark Ages today!
Forever Defend Michael Anderle 2018-08 Some forget why she was called the Queen Bitch. Not
Anymore. Bethany Anne is going stir crazy after more than a decade of having to be 'The Empress.' Now,
her advisors have to deal with an Empress who is determined to be on the front line. The Ixtali's come to
the Etheric Empire, hat in hand. Nathan decides that the best way to handle soft intelligence, is to create
a new company. What they name the new company should give a clue what it is about. The Skaine are
able to finally get Ranger Tabitha's group right were their missiles can attack. The problem is, who is
sucking whom into a trap? Strap back in, because Bethany Anne is putting the Queen's crown back on.
Adverse Possession Michael Anderle 2020-09-14 A planet in dispute. Farmers vs miners, and no one
knows the full story. The Federation sends Rivka and her team to resolve a case of settlers squatting on
a remote planet when the owners finally came calling. Not what it seems. Three generations of settlers
and more. A planet that isn't as welcoming as it appears. Crops coming ripe. Miners ready to dig.
Tempers flare as the sides face off. Until the Magistrate gets in the middle of it with all the firepower at
her command - the law, a calm voice. and a good railgun. Magistrate Rivka Anoa is the legal eagle you
want on your side. No better friend. No worse enemy. Get it today. Judge, Jury, & Executioner is within
the Kurtherian Gambit Universe, but you don't need to read those to enjoy these. Start with You Have
Been Judged and enjoy the stories of Rivka and her team. Just lock in your seatbelt, grab your favorite

drink, and be ready for your socks to be blown off.
Love Lost Michael Anderle 2015-11-25 When one of Bethany Anne's loved one gets caught in the
crossfire between her and the Forsaken, she goes rabid in rage. She doesn't believe in seeking peace
and harmony, but rather revenge and mayhem. Continuing the story of Bethany Anne and TQB team,
Love Lost picks up after Queen Bitch. She works to complete both her business and military team leads
and we meet Stephen's daughter Gabrielle as plans are made to exact revenge South of the Border. You
don't touch one of Bethany Anne's loved ones and get away with it, no matter how far away you live.
**Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main
character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.
Judgment Has Fallen Justin Sloan 2017-04-27 But not always for the better. Some love her, some hate
her, but the one thing that is causing the city problems is Valerie herself. As a lightening rod, she needs
to get out of the public's eye and allow the emotions to cool without her presence. Whether she wants to,
or not. Trusting her friends, she drops back to the shadows to deliver the Justice Michael demands.
Why? Because Judgement Has Fallen, and even the deep, dark places are going to realize they are not
safe. Judgment Has Fallen is part of The Kurtherian Gambit Universe. ** As noted in other series set in
the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **
Justice Is Calling Justin Sloan 2017-01-23 The History of the World wasn't what Valerie was taught. The
daughter of a vampire and sister of a devil walking, Valerie finds out she has something neither her
brother nor her father possess: She has Honor. Now, she needs to flee a brother who leaves her for
dead. Because, if there is one thing Valerie understands? It's that Justice Doesn't Turn the Other Cheek.
150 years after a near apocalypse, the world is rebuilding. Survival has become the only rule, and justice
is in short supply. Now, Justice has come calling. Justice Is Calling is part of The Kurtherian Gambit
Universe.
Diplomatic Recruit S. E. Weir 2021-07-21 What if you were given an offer you shouldn't refuse?
Seraphina Waters craves the opportunity to protect Bethany Anne's growing Etheric Empire. Thrown a
lifeline when she needs it most, she's given a chance to prove herself. If she can. Pulled into alien
politics, and a life beyond her imagination, Phina might just have a chance to have the one thing she's
always wanted. Now, she just needs to pull it off without getting killed.
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